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File: lOP.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:33:48 No.35596946 >>35596950 >>35597182 >>35598847 >>35598979 >>35599620 >>35599651 >>35600198 >>35602953

*Grace period extended to the 15th.

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Running a final poll. See post below for details.

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/p02Ph
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35582366 →

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:33:58 No.35596947 >>35597096 >>35597262 >>35597551

Poll for charity choice:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20575053

Charity options:

Comic Book Defense League:
Dedicate to protecting rights to draw whatever. Under recent controversy (sexual abuse), director stepped down.
Website: http://cbldf.org/
About: http://cbldf.org/f-a-q/
Work: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/
Allegations: https://derpy.me/d56xD

First Amendment Project:
Dedicated to free speech and free press. Targeted more towards journalists. Localized in California.
Website: https://www.thefirstamendment.org/
About: https://derpy.me/COtii
Work: https://derpy.me/auBji

The Fire:
Works to defend rights on universities.
Website: https://www.thefire.org/
About: https://derpy.me/mdWnS
Work: https://derpy.me/y4p0C

Freedom to Read Foundation:
Protects 1st amendment. Targeted more at libraries.
Website: https://www.ftrf.org/
About: https://derpy.me/wyWSy
Work: https://derpy.me/oYaN4

Equus Foundation:
Supports horse welfare across America.
Website: https://www.equusfoundation.org/
About: https://derpy.me/jiuiO
Work: https://derpy.me/jNgWd

Days End Farm Horse Rescue:
Helps care for abused and neglected horses.
Website: https://www.defhr.org/
About: https://derpy.me/JQCh1
Work: https://derpy.me/aNEpF

South Jersey Horse Rescue:
Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
Website: https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com/
Work: https://derpy.me/Vkc8K

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:35:00 No.35596950 >>35596995 >>35597235 >>35597755 >>35598384 >>35598780 >>35599043 >>35599497 >>35599628 >>35599669 >>35599723 >>35600056 >>35600234 >>35601085 >>35601250 >>35601434
>>35601918 >>35602064 >>35602953 >>35603141
File: ASmallAnchorUUUU.jpg (35 KB, 284x300)

>>35596946 (OP)
Anchor.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:46:17 No.35596989 >>35599406
File: ari.png (234 KB, 602x692)

Not sure if it'll make it to the pack, but I
wanted to contribute.
Just remember:
FUCK jannies
FUCK juice
FUCK Mods
FUCK derpi
FUCK twitter

and most importantly

FUCK (((Bronies)))

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)12:50:01 No.35596995
File: Aryanne - My freedom is n(...).png (440 KB, 1904x3264)

>>35596950
Re-submitting this since it was
given very early

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:07:44 No.35597036 >>35597048 >>35600056
File: 1579690613998.png (1.25 MB, 2000x2000)

>>35596782 →
absolute kino anon, thank you

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:12:13 No.35597048

>>35597036
We Clockwork Orange now.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:13:13 No.35597049 >>35600056

>>35596940 →
>>35596782 →
10/10. real fucking kino.

 Adarkone 07/13/20(Mon)13:28:13 No.35597096

>>35596947
>South Jersey Horse Rescue:
>Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
I see it clear guys, gotta save those horsies

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:32:33 No.35597105 >>35597130 >>35597175
File: cover edit 2.jpg (3.43 MB, 3162x1693)

>>35596595 →
The scattered white words are a little strange, and don't give any information that isn't already in the cover collab. Also, a black drop shadow on the main text, like in >>35596573 →,
might aid readability.

More than anything else, though, the size of the text makes it seem like it's shouting over the title of the pack. Maybe something like this instead?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)13:42:41 No.35597130

>>35597105
Looks pretty nice to me.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:07:41 No.35597175 >>35597185

>>35597105
maybe a warning that includes NSFW content
and a little description of the objective of the pack

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:15:13 No.35597182
File: aryanwip.png (73 KB, 433x353)

>>35596946 (OP)
>Grace period extended to
the 15th
Oh nice, so I actually have a
chance to finish this.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:17:22 No.35597185 >>35598787 >>35599140
File: cover edit 2.jpg (3.45 MB, 3162x1693)

>>35597175
Anything more than "the pack against censorship" is probably better left to the summary on the eJunkie page, but you're right that a NSFW warning should absolutely
be on there. Good call.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:43:05 No.35597235 >>35600056

>>35596950 reposting this >>35596940 → cause people need to see this

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:55:15 No.35597256 >>35597278
File: 1Booruer.png (2.15 MB, 5000x3675)

WIP, should be finished by the 14th

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)14:59:15 No.35597262 >>35597308
File: aa17c20456ca41a50d3e1a0f2(...).jpg (6 KB, 184x184)

>>35596947
There is a flaw in this poll. You have three separate animal charities, and combined they have more votes than any other option. But because they split the vote, they end up
in 2nd/3rd/4th place.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:03:09 No.35597278

>>35597256
nice looking forward to it anon

 adarkone 07/13/20(Mon)15:03:24 No.35597281 >>35597293 >>35597294 >>35597301 >>35597930 >>35598536 >>35598787 >>35599140
File: file.png (851 KB, 520x747)

im a retard with nothing to do so I tried doing a version of a promo

full res: https://u.smutty.horse/lvzdolraayn.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:07:26 No.35597293 >>35597356

>>35597281
>banned from derpibooru daily
KEK

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:07:53 No.35597294
File: 1521914881903.png (1.74 MB, 1920x1080)

>>35597281
this is actually pretty
good ngl

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:11:27 No.35597301 >>35597943

>>35597281
Nice! I'd take the /mlp/ badge off though. That's really more of a divegrass related thing and the main pic already makes the point that it's an /mlp/ project.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:15:09 No.35597308 >>35597310 >>35597313 >>35597318 >>35597320 >>35597676 >>35597954

>>35597262
>https://www.strawpoll.me/20575053
There are also 3 free speech charities. Looks like the votes are about evenly split so maybe 50/50 to the top animal charity and the top free speech charity?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:15:46 No.35597310 >>35597313

>>35597308
>maybe 50/50 to the top animal charity and the top free speech charity?
Aye, that sounds good.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:17:02 No.35597313

>>35597308
do a second round with the top ones of each category and let people decide
>>35597310
sounds nice to me as well, add this as an option too

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:18:58 No.35597318 >>35597330 >>35597404

>>35597308
>50/50 to the top animal charity and the top free speech charity?
I like this idea. Is this actually going to make any money?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:19:31 No.35597320

>>35597308
bare in mind with charity, the smaller the donation, the more it COSTS the charity
the way that the system works

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:21:31 No.35597325

>>35596940 →
The best scene from a movie no one in their right mind saw. Blessed.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:23:31 No.35597330

>>35597318
I'll donate at least 14.88 dollars. Might do it a few times. Just the art alone is worth a good price, a lot of high quality and unique and fun shit from lots of anons. 120 images and stories is a lot. This is like the opposite of most packs
which are like half garbage and 10 variants of the same pic. The charity makes it even better.

feels real fuckin good to see a board project like this succeed.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)15:39:32 No.35597356

>>35597293
I am 99% sure this art pack mentions will actually be banned on EQD.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)16:02:18 No.35597404

>>35597318
I'll definitely donate.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)16:03:37 No.35597411 >>35597722
File: aryanwip2.png (113 KB, 910x524)

Slowly getting there

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)17:15:12 No.35597551

>>35596947
You should make a multiple option poll. https://strawpoll.com/

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:05:48 No.35597676 >>35597707

>>35597308
I don't really get the sudden pushback regarding the "optics" of the CBLDF. If they recently ousted someone for getting metoo'd, that's a point to win favour with our detractors; they have nothing to latch onto. It would be different if the
guy was still on staff.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:15:30 No.35597707 >>35597739

>>35597676
didnt he get reshuffled in the company tho?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:21:29 No.35597722 >>35597738 >>35597740

>>35597411
Looks like Rainbow.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:25:15 No.35597738
File: 1455238533845.jpg (42 KB, 536x222)

>>35597722
You mean Reichnbow?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:25:20 No.35597739

>>35597707
He's no longer listed anywhere on the site, as a board member or staff.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:25:58 No.35597740

>>35597722
Aryanne is a Dash recolor without wings.

 adarkone 07/13/20(Mon)18:29:31 No.35597755 >>35597758 >>35597768 >>35597819 >>35598242 >>35598683
File: file.png (742 KB, 861x624)

>>35596950
another submission right out of the oven!

full res https://u.smutty.horse/lvzfekixjwz.png
full res (lewd!!) https://u.smutty.horse/lvzfemslhom.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:30:51 No.35597758

>>35597755
>that wink
Oof. Good shit.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:32:34 No.35597768

>>35597755
Very nice. That heart-shaped button is a nice touch.

 JoyAnon 07/13/20(Mon)18:46:02 No.35597811 >>35597814 >>35597886 >>35597890 >>35597929 >>35597947

So the 'Nazi's' have Aryanne and the 'Commies' have Veronika, but what's 'Murica's pony called? Writing another green that includes all three

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:46:56 No.35597814 >>35597882

>>35597811
Applejack.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)18:49:50 No.35597819
File: Mare drool.gif (952 KB, 359x540)

>>35597755
Jesus, more like Mare-in-heat
451

 JoyAnon 07/13/20(Mon)19:06:11 No.35597882

>>35597814
Great, but I was moreso meaning with the stars and stripes for the mane, even though Applejack perfectly embodies 'Murican values

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:07:21 No.35597886 >>35597895 >>35597899 >>35597911 >>35597950 >>35598714
File: 31bc48e79f827f40c1ccb6a33(...).png (517 KB, 4283x2001)

>>35597811
her name is Amber and she was created in response to aryanne in 2014 (amber in the middle and her
friend maple on the left)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:07:37 No.35597890 >>35597899 >>35597911 >>35597950
File: 1403769.png (2.09 MB, 3200x3000)

>>35597811
Amber Grain.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:08:24 No.35597895 >>35597899 >>35597911
File: fc3c0fb1894aacc7b530b19d4(...).png (104 KB, 620x501)

>>35597886

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:09:40 No.35597899 >>35597911
File: 02bc9ed2756c67c5a55065a95(...).png (1.98 MB, 1728x1080)

>>35597886
>>35597895

>>35597890
hi old friend

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:11:22 No.35597911
File: 706130d903b95ea90b36c31d3(...).png (371 KB, 800x800)

>>35597886
>>35597890
>>35597895
>>35597899

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:16:06 No.35597929 >>35597947 >>35597950 >>35598732
File: 1f4343f03116e8441f6b76266(...).png (757 KB, 1589x1514)

>>35597811
here is a pastebin of some greens of her if you are interested
in including her:
https://pastebin.com/u/Ottoway

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:16:25 No.35597930 >>35597943

>>35597281
Apart from the /mlp/ logo, I dig it. Really sleek and professional. You misspelled "against", though.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:18:53 No.35597943 >>35598165

>>35597930
Alright im noting down the suggestions, anything else that you guys think it could be better?
>>35597301
Alright

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:19:24 No.35597947

>>35597811
>>35597929
and here is the thread in which she was named
https://yuki.la/mlp/19813295

 JoyAnon 07/13/20(Mon)19:20:26 No.35597950

>>35597886
>>35597890
>>35597929
That's what I was looking for, thanks frens

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)19:21:57 No.35597954

>>35597308
They're all good but the South Jersey Horse Rescue hits home for me. Because I'm from South Jersey

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:12:11 No.35598165 >>35598213
File: file.png (248 KB, 462x343)

>>35597943
I tried to fill in the missing side of her helmet, since that crop was bothering me. If you want to paste over it yourself, here's what I used:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzfzfmwiot.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:22:28 No.35598213

>>35598165
Nice thank you!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:22:36 No.35598214
File: rainbow_1545265498.jpg (633 KB, 1050x1680)

exclusive Interview with the creator of
Aryanne.

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8C4lK
41SX-Q [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:22:41 No.35598216 >>35598582 >>35600056

>>35596782 →
I personally like this, but I think it might be a little extreme, especially in the end.
Many people joining from derpi seemed worried about nazi stuff being too nazi. I'm fine with it, but let's not test their ability to discern fiction from real life too much.
The last thing we need is some twitter zealot reposting it as the definitive proof that /mlp/ has gathered a real army to bring about the hoofed reich.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:29:22 No.35598242 >>35601178
File: swift_wing6565.gif (128 KB, 296x350)

>>35597755

well meme'd and well horsepussied
champ.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:43:54 No.35598303 >>35598320 >>35598321 >>35598346 >>35598367 >>35598874 >>35598892 >>35598920

Someone linked the artists list on this tweet, not sure if we should lock it because it could get vandalised, Dilatus retweeted it.
https://twitter.com/taaffeiite/status/1282718431750438912?s=19

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:46:20 No.35598313 >>35598320 >>35598321 >>35598357 >>35598367

Whoever maintains the spritesheet, you may want to lock it since twitter decided it'll be a list of who to harass.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:47:42 No.35598316 >>35598323 >>35598354

Can I draw something and just post it here?
I am austrian and am afraid twittermob might try and get me infront of a court for it.
I wouldnt get convicted, Our courts actually hate that law since it costs millions each year to make cases that end in no conviction over memes
but I still dont want to go infront of a court and waste a free day explaining what a Brony is. Just for the Judge to drink himself to sleep that night

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:49:02 No.35598320 >>35598343 >>35598346

>>35598303
>>35598313
Is it necessary anymore since no one's being contacted at this point? It's too late now, but can just nuke the thing if you think I should.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:49:08 No.35598321

>>35598303
>>35598313
please lock it

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:49:23 No.35598323

>>35598316
Draw something and drop it here replying to the anchor post. If lewd, use smutty.horse or something to host it and drop the link as a reply to the anchor.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:55:17 No.35598343 >>35598382

>>35598320
I think it's for the best, like last time, nuke it and move it to a different spritesheet.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:55:27 No.35598346 >>35598353 >>35598356 >>35598382

>>35598303
>they seized on the "crypto-fascists" thing in complete earnest
Sasuga bootlicker-kun, just as we expected. I'm not seeing a link to the artists doc in the tweet, though.

>>35598320
It's still being used by artists themselves to link deliveries.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:57:03 No.35598353

>>35598346
It's in the replies of the tweet.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:57:12 No.35598354

>>35598316
You can, you don't have to add yourself to the artist list or sign your picture.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:57:43 No.35598356 >>35598372 >>35598382 >>35598861

>>35598346
It might be better to have the artists message someone in discord and organize things mroe privately. I know having things public is practical, but we have soem annoying people's eyes now.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)20:58:04 No.35598357 >>35598364

>>35598313
Maybe switch to suggestion only so people can still make edits but vandalism is easily removed.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:00:00 No.35598364

>>35598357
It's more about having a puiblic list of people to harass, as I said. I argued against the doc being made precisely because of this.
also spreadsheet anon please nuke the link while we decide this. Let's not give people time to save it, we can make a new public link later.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:00:09 No.35598367 >>35598416
File: Me and the Boys Cow Ebegg(...).png (1.67 MB, 2720x1156)

>>35598303
>>35598313

threadly reminder this is a game more than one person can play. if anyone of these pink haired tards is trying to make a stink over this
put em on Julayworld

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:01:21 No.35598372

>>35598356
What are they going to do? At this this point we're basically done, just waiting on a few last submissions.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:03:01 No.35598382

>>35598343
>>35598346
I've got it copied. Will link in a bit, if it's needed and this >>35598356 isn't the preferred solution.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:03:19 No.35598384 >>35598390 >>35598401 >>35598406 >>35598460 >>35598464 >>35598496 >>35598504 >>35598507
File: Aryanne Marenheit 451.png (1.57 MB, 2708x1553)

>>35596950

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:04:39 No.35598390

>>35598384
that blush!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:06:03 No.35598401

>>35598384
Looks nice.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:06:58 No.35598406

>>35598384
nice lampshade

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:08:41 No.35598416

>>35598367 (You)
And conveniently enough they've made a list of themselves on Twitter.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:20:46 No.35598460

>>35598384
I really love the shading on this one anon, good job!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:21:08 No.35598464 >>35598778 >>35598808
File: SADD.gif (453 KB, 692x388)

>>35598384
>tfw not aryan

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:30:31 No.35598496
File: 0334_OAT_Misc_Empyu_Rarit(...).png (193 KB, 1000x1000)

>>35598384

very tasteful and wholesome lecture offering. Im sure Aryanne has read Codex Fascimo and
Decline of the West as well.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:31:46 No.35598504

>>35598384
so cute!!!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:32:38 No.35598507

>>35598384
Absolute cutie

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:36:27 No.35598522 >>35598535 >>35598539 >>35598545 >>35598550 >>35599585
File: evil[1].jpg (1.57 MB, 3264x2448)

Drew this on the shitter a minute agone.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:39:02 No.35598535 >>35598629

Looks like twatter mob is vandalizing the google docs lmao

>>35598522
Cutest evil

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:39:03 No.35598536

>>35597281
This looks fantastic so far, Anon.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:39:46 No.35598539
File: keksimus maximus.jpg (9 KB, 190x200)

>>35598522
Beautiful Anon

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:40:22 No.35598543 >>35598552 >>35598689

>the evil crypto-fascists of /mlp/
>create art and stories for good causes
>FriendshipFightsFascism
>basically war profiteers

https://twitter.com/FiMFightsBack/status/1282502623791394816

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:40:38 No.35598545

>>35598522

the shitter gives relief even to the mind. Luther knew that too. efficient use of time.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:41:25 No.35598550 >>35598561

>>35598522
>Drew this on the shitter
Why?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:41:36 No.35598551 >>35598557 >>35598562 >>35598563 >>35598564 >>35600908
File: twittertards.png (470 KB, 604x1038)

Not sure if this has been posted yet, but twittertards are getting angry at this artpack

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:41:45 No.35598552

>>35598543
>fandom reached the point when it censors Derpy by itself
The full circle.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:42:11 No.35598554 >>35598604

>Mad twitter autistis.
Just for that I'm going to see if I can get one more image in before the deadline tomorrow.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:42:40 No.35598557

>>35598551
>taking the bait this hard
Lmao

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:43:22 No.35598561

>>35598550
The same reason for which I go on living each day.
I don't know.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:44:03 No.35598562

>>35598551
>tfw when we're a group of 'Nathzees'
So fellow brothers and potential sisters, shall we get together and do something absolutely DIABOLICAL by playing some Yahtzee?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:44:13 No.35598563

>>35598551
>ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY prominently displayed
Our fascist art is for a good cause. Where are the proceeds from your anti-fascist art going, Dilatus?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:44:13 No.35598564 >>35598569 >>35598571 >>35598579

>>35598551
I find it hilarious that, of course, the twittertards would not understand the "crypto-fascists" joke KEK

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:46:14 No.35598569

>>35598564
How can they when we're literally Hitler and punching Glimmer, their commie pone?
Not that I have anything against Glimmer, mind you, as I myself am a Glimmer Lover

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:46:37 No.35598571
File: tell me more.png (5 KB, 290x346)

>>35598564
It was called out several times here that they wouldn't get the joke and wow they didn't get the joke. Who
would have thought!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:47:37 No.35598576
File: 0057_OAT_Misc_weak_horse_(...).jpg (162 KB, 724x1024)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:48:19 No.35598579 >>35598632 >>35598660

>>35598564
What's the joke?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:48:53 No.35598582 >>35598584

>>35598216
Should I add "This is a parody"?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:49:39 No.35598584

>>35598582
Probably.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:53:04 No.35598599
File: 0258_OAT_Vectors_question(...).png (391 KB, 3000x3000)

"Diltatus, its time for dinner."

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:54:26 No.35598604

>>35598554
Based

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:58:04 No.35598629

>>35598535
Google docs are getting vandalised? Well the artist list was the most important one in my opinion, but maybe we should lock the other ones as well.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)21:58:31 No.35598632

>>35598579
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crypto-fascism
A crypto-fascist is someone who supports fascist ideals but in secret.
Declaring yourself a crypto-fascist thus invalidates the "in secret" part.
It's like telling people you've commited the perfect crime. Contradictory.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:03:12 No.35598660 >>35598671 >>35598702

>>35598579
These fools keep calling us all "nazis", and we do not look, speak or behave like nazis (while they do), so clearly we must be cryptofascists.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:04:37 No.35598671 >>35598684 >>35598688 >>35598702

>>35598660
Aren't there black and jewish artists working on this art pack? The woke twitterati really calling them Nazis?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:07:25 No.35598683

>>35597755
>those panties
unf

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:07:46 No.35598684 >>35598692

>>35598671
The woke twitter mob will call anyone a NAHTZEE. Doesn't matter what their heritage or ethnicity is.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:08:29 No.35598688

>>35598671
Yep. Repeatedly, with reckless abandon.
Not sure about native artists, but there was at least one non-artist in support of anti-censorship on Derpi itself.

Remember, for the identitarians, "what" you are, like skin color or trans-status, only matters for lording it over people, and they reject everyone who doesn't goosestep regardless of how much of a minority the detractor is, despite loudly
blabbering about supporting minorities.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:08:45 No.35598689

>>35598543
The irony of a communist group promoting for-profit commissions.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:09:16 No.35598692 >>35598700 >>35598703 >>35598708

>>35598684
So, is this like the situation where people have overused the word "raycis" to the point where it no longer holds any meaning over anyone?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:10:49 No.35598700

>>35598692
It's starting to look like that.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:11:31 No.35598702
File: 0269_OAT_Vectors_smiling_(...).png (1.1 MB, 3000x3000)

>>35598671
>>35598660

The Aryanne thread always had content creators from all around the globe. considering that twitter is a very americentric platform id say this thread had unironically one of the most multicultural right wing artists
groups this side of 4chan. which is ironically also historically accurate considering the composition of the divisions of the Schutzstaffel and the Wehrmacht.

fun fact; the Syria General is also one of the most popular threads on MLPOL

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:11:39 No.35598703 >>35598710

>>35598692
Anon, have you been unconscious under a rock for a few years? JK Rowling is a Nazi now.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:12:50 No.35598708

>>35598692
Anectdote time. I met one of my close friends because the woke twatter mob was calling him a nazi/white nationalist/racist/whatever and so I immediately thought "huh, someone who's most likely /not/ a nazi. Cool, gonna chat the dude
up"

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:13:07 No.35598710 >>35598729 >>35598736 >>35598752 >>35598769

>>35598703
When the fuck did this happen? I remember her kowtowing to the left, saying that Hermione could be black, that Dumbledore is gay and pushing for more refugees. The fuck happened?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:13:20 No.35598711 >>35598719 >>35598761 >>35599442 >>35599688
File: damn.png (193 KB, 559x694)

I wanted to contribute something non- shitpost material by my interest fell the more I
work on this pic.

https://u.smutty.horse/lvzgxjwhbfk.png

This is the best i got i guess
>mfw my drive to draw decline while drawing

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:13:25 No.35598713 >>35598719 >>35598724 >>35598751 >>35598805 >>35598826 >>35599187

Who's going to be the one who mass uploads all of the pack to Derpi a few days after release assuming they don't flip flop again?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:13:51 No.35598714

>>35597886
>Friend
Is her younger sister

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:14:27 No.35598718 >>35598743 >>35598757 >>35598760 >>35598832
File: Twitter tears.png (95 KB, 734x203)

How does this cute pony make people so upset

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:14:28 No.35598719 >>35598724 >>35598744 >>35598746

>>35598711
Still looks nice, anon.

>>35598713
Would any of the artists really want their stuff on Derpi given the shit that's gone down there?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:15:54 No.35598724

>>35598713
>>35598719
Let one of the people who donates for the pack and has tag autism upload it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:16:21 No.35598729 >>35598749 >>35598769

>>35598710
She dared to tell a transtrender off for abusing children (in the "this kid is totally trans and not going through a phase" way) so the woke crowd devoured her, IIRC.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:17:10 No.35598732

>>35597929
>selecting the flowers as food
I missed seeing silly shit like this

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:17:41 No.35598736 >>35598749 >>35598769

>>35598710
she said a few things against trannies and now they want to burn her books. Funny how fast they turn on you for not saying what they want.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:18:31 No.35598743

>>35598718
Because they hate ponies, they just feel obligated to draw them because that's what their cult is about. Also, inability to tell reality from fiction.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:18:41 No.35598744

>>35598719
I'll post my aryanne pic to hopefully get perma'ed. Fuck DB.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:18:52 No.35598746

>>35598719
>Would I want my shitpost uploaded to the place where it will cause maximum butthurt ?
Jeez, that's one hard question.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:19:33 No.35598749

>>35598729
>>35598736
I swear, trannies ruin everything.

https://twitter.com/ripx4nutmeg/status/1282225979646238721

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:19:38 No.35598751

>>35598713
Or we could just not bother uploading it there at all and put it on all the alt boorus where the pics won't get deleted instead.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:19:46 No.35598752

>>35598710
If the left is good at anything, it's eating their own.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:20:23 No.35598757 >>35598783
File: 0322_O~1.png (685 KB, 4290x2370)

>>35598718

The subhuman fears the sigil of
power.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:20:48 No.35598760
File: 2ab8db74eeb5803b4391d3967(...).png (82 KB, 364x367)

>>35598718
>How does this cute pony make people so upset
Oh the sweet sweet sound of those words. That's what gives me
hope more than anything.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:20:51 No.35598761

>>35598711
If you feel it's finished, be sure to link it to the anchor post.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:22:22 No.35598769

>>35598729
>>35598710
And apparently also with the term "people who menstruate".
https://twitter.com/Carter_AndrewJ/status/1270787941275762689
>>35598736
SocJus: not even once.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:23:51 No.35598778

>>35598464
I'm sure you're pure in some way, anon.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:23:52 No.35598780 >>35600229

>>35596950
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzgxjwhbfk.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:24:04 No.35598781 >>35598788 >>35598822

I mean, not that y'all aren't making fascinating points, but is this really the best place for this conversation? lul

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:24:16 No.35598783

>>35598757 (You)
The windmill of friendship repulses the windigos.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:24:32 No.35598787

>>35597185
This looks good
>>35597281
shit this is also rally nice i cant decide

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:24:59 No.35598788

>>35598781
Yeah let's takethat convo to the drama thread

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:27:48 No.35598805

>>35598713

one of the Admins on ponerpics is probably going to scrape anything that finds its way on DB. for all the rest im not uploading dick to DB anymore. TSP and Nebbie can Neck strangulate themselves with their pantyhose for all i care.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:28:38 No.35598808 >>35598827 >>35598840

>>35598464
Are you a nigger? Unless you are a nigger I don't hate you.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:29:59 No.35598822

>>35598781

get back in the secret Gay op Discord server Adam

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:30:14 No.35598826 >>35598835

>>35598713
I'm pretty sure nothing in this pack will get deleted if posted on derpi.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:30:17 No.35598827 >>35598867
File: file.png (782 B, 159x33)

>>35598808
>new IP

hello, falseflag Twitterfriend

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:31:20 No.35598832 >>35598853 >>35598901
File: Untitled-4.png (272 KB, 1537x920)

Ponifying that one thing of Hitler feeding those
cute meadow niggers.

>>35598718
This is the post that made me want to do one

more.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:32:24 No.35598835 >>35598845

>>35598826
I know
That's why I asked if anyone was gonna post it

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:32:44 No.35598840

>>35598808
hey black ghost

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:33:25 No.35598845 >>35598859

>>35598835
probably not. I think a lot of the artists in the pack are on the DNP

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:33:55 No.35598847 >>35599406 >>35599442

>>35596946 (OP)
Does anyone need their picture colored? I can color lineart in Rebelle with a watercolor style if so, just reply to this post.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:34:32 No.35598853 >>35598858

>>35598832
based, I was hoping that pic would get ponified. it's too cute. that better be lyra eating that other carrot

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:35:19 No.35598858 >>35598902

>>35598853
It is. Yeah, I'm surprised no one took it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:35:21 No.35598859

>>35598845
You can tag everything with "artist:anonymous", that'll give some time for derpiniggers butthurt before artists are identified and pics removed.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:36:05 No.35598861 >>35598903 >>35598921
File: blogentry-31053-0-1735620(...).png (421 KB, 1280x720)

Alright, should we make a new spreadsheet with all the artists and whatnot? Or should we move it to Discord like it was said here >>35598356?
Personally, I think it might be kinda late for that and I feel like if there's people in here that are scared of getting harassed by the Twitter mob, they should submit as anonymous instead but depends on what
you all think it's better.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:36:42 No.35598867

>>35598827
I had a ban for a post I didn't do in /tv/. I live in nigger country this happens all the time.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:38:07 No.35598874 >>35598900 >>35598903 >>35598922 >>35599583
File: file.png (17 KB, 614x127)

>>35598303
>salt

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:40:28 No.35598889

not sure if my post went through so I'll just make it again. If anyone has lineart they want colored, you can reply here. and I might do something last minute tomorrow but it'lll be very basic. don't expect a lot.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:40:41 No.35598892 >>35598907 >>35598911 >>35598912 >>35598920 >>35598958
File: file.png (41 KB, 597x276)

>>35598303
remove all of the documents and move em

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:41:23 No.35598900

>>35598874
"Wow, there's no way people actually think that free speech is important, so they /must/ have twisted my favourite horse pusy artist's work to incorporate the evil nahtzee horse"
Translated from woketard for you

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:41:28 No.35598901

>>35598832
>that lyra palette
topkek. What program, anon?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:41:41 No.35598902

>>35598858
Lyrapilled. Shit, I might have a new favorite pic.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:41:43 No.35598903 >>35598934

>>35598861
The artist list's primary use was organizing potential contributors and marking whether they'd been contacted or not, and it had quite a few who never were by the way. I would think it's served its purpose.
>>35598874
>you didn't get permission for this art that was posted by the artists

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:42:29 No.35598907

>>35598892
joke's on them, i only get commissions from a couple people anyway and most of them pirate my art to begin with

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:42:43 No.35598911 >>35598917 >>35598969

>>35598892

isnt that the humngous faggot who virtue signaled donating money to jews to like 3 people for having draw luftkrieg art. Literally no one cared about this,

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:42:44 No.35598912 >>35598932

>>35598892
rickroll it

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:43:17 No.35598917

>>35598911 (You)
it is kek

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:43:35 No.35598920 >>35598949

>>35598303
>>35598892
So, it seems like it was the Baja Griffon guy who decided to out the artists. I no longer feel bad for him being bullied by the woke twitter mobs after he doxed the artists here.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:43:40 No.35598921

>>35598861
I wouldn't worry about it. I've been keeping track of contributers as well. We can do a poll to see if we should include an artist list with the pack or not. If we do it'll just be of artists who have signed or otherwise indicated who they are
already.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:43:46 No.35598922

>>35598874
Someone should check that faggot for art theft, such niggers always assume others do things exactly the same as them, so if it is trying to imply we stole the artwork, then it must be stealing artwork itself.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:44:26 No.35598926 >>35598933 >>35599583
File: file.png (132 KB, 593x854)

the salt flows

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:45:05 No.35598932 >>35598943 >>35598948

>>35598912
Have the link redirect to this

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyjGIOZMfXM [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:45:09 No.35598933

>>35598926
twitter woketards are literally a disease

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:45:16 No.35598934 >>35598942 >>35598947 >>35598977

>>35598903
>I would think it's served its purpose.
Yeah but we still have 2 days left to submit so maybe it would be important to still have it at least for those 2 days, since there's a section about the submitted art.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:46:30 No.35598942 >>35598977 >>35598983 >>35598994

>>35598934
I'm very late to the party, where can I get the details to submit.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:46:35 No.35598943

>>35598932
top kek.
I'm for it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:47:00 No.35598947 >>35598957

>>35598934
Is it really that important to get whos who down? the woketards are going to try to use it to target people

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:47:23 No.35598948

>>35598932
let's compromise
https://youtu.be/8-_lYQVnYR4 [Embed]
also maybe edit the list and switch names instead.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:47:48 No.35598949

>>35598920
Formerly known as Shibaroll https://twitter.com/shiba_roll
There's a lot to unpack and I've got no time for it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:48:14 No.35598951 >>35598965 >>35598967 >>35598981 >>35599008 >>35599583
File: file.png (124 KB, 596x890)

is'a so salty

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:48:55 No.35598957 >>35598970

>>35598947
I mean I never do art for money and I live in Ukraine. They can target their asses.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:49:13 No.35598958

>>35598892
Watch, this is going to be a promotional thing if anything. Thanks for shilling my art, Baja.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:50:25 No.35598965

>>35598951
Yeah, it's not like Datte ran a great charity artpack for 5 years already or anything. I'm fucking stoked he's helping us out on this.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:50:37 No.35598967 >>35599033 >>35599039 >>35599045

>>35598951
They obviously want to try and contact the charities and guilt them into distancing themselves. Say we're giving it to retired SS concentration camp guards or something.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:50:58 No.35598969

>>35598911 (You)
I was there for that, was pretty hilarious

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:51:17 No.35598970

>>35598957
I'd prefer it if they didn't target me, though worst thing they could do to me is get my twitter suspended anyway.
Unless they decide to dox every minor artist that participated in the pack. In which case I would have to applaud their dedication to retardation.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:52:16 No.35598977 >>35598992

>>35598934
>>35598942
Just put it in the thread. That section was added later anyways.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:52:24 No.35598979 >>35598996 >>35598998 >>35599002 >>35599008 >>35599140 >>35599233 >>35599274 >>35599487
File: 1568145251945.png (968 KB, 3000x4762)

>>35596946 (OP)
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhfjzpnpb.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhfbpnwdj.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhezincqz.png

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:52:35 No.35598981
File: i shitted a post.gif (1.27 MB, 242x242)

>>35598951

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:52:57 No.35598983 >>35598992

>>35598942
Link the anchor post ideally. I'd probably find it anyway but it makes it easier.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:54:41 No.35598992 >>35598999 >>35599003 >>35599007

>>35598977
>>35598983
Great, for gifs should I webm post or gif post?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:55:00 No.35598994

>>35598942
Make a reply to the anchor post so that the ones compiling know that it's a submission for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:55:24 No.35598996 >>35599026

>>35598979
neat

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:55:49 No.35598998 >>35599026

>>35598979
Beautiful. Look like an actual old book.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:56:03 No.35598999

>>35598992
You can upload the stuff off site and link it in the post reply to the anchor.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:56:43 No.35599002 >>35599026

>>35598979
This is the best one so far.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:56:51 No.35599003

>>35598992
boorus can handle both. if you have a big file above 4mb use smutty.horse

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:57:02 No.35599007

>>35598992
Up to you. Personally I like webms if it's anything other than a loop, but that's your decision.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:57:04 No.35599008 >>35599019 >>35599026

>>35598979
looking great, I'm

>>35598951
LGBTQ kids
those never existed before LGBTQ parents

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:57:06 No.35599009
File: 0117_OAT_Animation_solo_o(...).gif (88 KB, 300x100)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)22:57:53 No.35599012 >>35599021 >>35599027 >>35599046 >>35599178 >>35602000 >>35602336
File: file.png (114 KB, 603x760)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:00:03 No.35599019

>>35599008
Fucking pedophiles. Same cringerinos crying about foalcon mind you.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:00:17 No.35599021

>>35599012
Such salt, so many pussies

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:01:05 No.35599026 >>35599052 >>35599054 >>35599058 >>35599085 >>35599110 >>35599140
File: 1578902265063.png (1004 KB, 538x850)

>>35598996
>>35599002
>>35599008
Which of the three do you prefer?
>>35598998
That's good, because it's based on this.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:01:28 No.35599027

>>35599012
What's this in response to?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:01:34 No.35599028 >>35599079
File: kekw.png (340 KB, 602x1089)

Fairly sure this guy is unironically retarded
(lapsa that is)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:01:50 No.35599030 >>35599036 >>35599047 >>35599669
File: Headpat.gif (946 KB, 600x576)

>Twitter is advertising the pack for free
Such good goyim.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:02:30 No.35599033 >>35599045

>>35598967
yeah of course. wouldnt want to talk money from RACIS would you?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:02:40 No.35599034
File: 9F4E9C660DAA9300E14EECA28(...).png (1.23 MB, 1216x1185)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:03:01 No.35599036
File: 41392__suggestive_artist-(...).png (20 KB, 230x194)

>>35599030
Free, you say?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:03:17 No.35599039

>>35598967
Anonymous donation, bro. And trying to do that to Comic Book Legal Defense Fund will just end up in them getting laughed out at best, and noted down as "people to oppose" at worst.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:03:56 No.35599043 >>35599067 >>35599104
File: Luftkrieg_scan.png (101 KB, 2169x1615)

>>35596950
I scanned my submission. I know it's not the best but I drew it in a hotel room with limited supplies. If I'm feeling inspired tomorrow and the thread hasn't archived, I'll try to have a small watercolor done traditionally
of Luftkrieg surrounded by flowers or some luna moths (my symbol) for you before the 15th.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:04:00 No.35599045

>>35599033
>>35598967
How?
It would eb a anonymous donation, just like Clop for a Cause
"DONT TAKE ANY ANONYMOUS DONATIONS ANYMORE; SOME MIGHT BE NAZI HORSE MONEY" "oh, yeah sure. We will just not accept millions of Dollar anymore to prevent that happening"

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:04:11 No.35599046

>>35599012
Let's play a game. It's called: "How many of these woketards actually create pony?"
Hard mode, political mouthpieces don't count.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:04:19 No.35599047 >>35599076 >>35599077 >>35599091 >>35599135
File: file.png (159 KB, 608x626)

>>35599030
guilty by association, typical of the left

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:05:23 No.35599052

>>35599026
I prefer the middle, one, the one with the most art

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:05:25 No.35599054 >>35599071 >>35599274

>>35599026
Either the first or the second one for me. Would it be too hard to give the red background a grainy book cover texture?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:05:43 No.35599058

>>35599026
The first one.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:06:38 No.35599067 >>35599087

>>35599043
She's very pretty anon!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:07:31 No.35599071 >>35599274

>>35599054
I don't like the second one because some of the images are scrunched up. Should have just thumbnailed them.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:08:06 No.35599076

>>35599047
Of course this omega-tier retard account comments on this. Of motherfucking course LMAO

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:08:08 No.35599077

>>35599047
I've been blocking people who retweet Woot and Dil so I guess I'm guilty of the same.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:08:37 No.35599079

>>35599028
lapsa is a furnigger. says it in his profile

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:09:39 No.35599085

>>35599026
I prefer the second one cuz it shows a small chunk of the pack, but the first one is pretty nice as well.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:09:53 No.35599087 >>35599104

>>35599067
Thank you! I would be sad if it got left out. I know some really talented artists are contributing and I'm still burnt out so it's not my best work but I really wanted to make something creatively for the anticensorship brigade.

After all, if they come gunning for Aryanne, my foalcon art is next on the chopping block. I know how this goes. For the record, you really should save all the animations under the artist:buttercupsaiyan tag just in case on Derpibooru,
especially the Spike/Twilight and Sweetie Belle/Discord ones-- due to hard drive failure, I don't have backups of those files or even the original files anymore. It's why I didn't add myself to the DNP as - remove all my art before people
could get it squared away and re-uploaded on altboorus first.

I guess the real reason I joined is I'm using to people pitching a fit over wrongthink or stuff that makes them uncomfortable and jumping down that slippery slope of fictional? must mean endorsing it for REAL!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:10:27 No.35599091
File: 0293_OAT_Vectors_Aryanne_(...).png (519 KB, 4410x3000)

>>35599047

War has changed.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:11:59 No.35599099 >>35599112 >>35599118 >>35599470

i never thought 2020 would be the year I'd come ideologically closer to ironic nazis over SJWs, since I'm fairly liberal but...well, here we are. Keep moving the goalposts, eventually you'll lose your friends as well as your enemies.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:12:51 No.35599104

>>35599043
>>35599087

you did your best and thats all that matters. thank you for your art. shes adorable.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:13:33 No.35599110

>>35599026
The second.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:13:47 No.35599112 >>35599118 >>35599123

>>35599099
You and me both, anon. I'm an unironic progressive liberal and yet here I am, making 2 pieces of art for "le evil nazi" pack.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:15:19 No.35599118 >>35599126 >>35599130 >>35599131 >>35599146

>>35599099
>>35599112
/mlp/ is full of cucks. I bet 90% of you are cringetards.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:16:22 No.35599123 >>35599142

>>35599112
Yep, yep, strange bedfellows and all that. I never had any interest in Aryanne or anything until this year. Turns out, all that noise over nazi pony was just that-noise and she really is just a joke symbol for dark humor in dark times. Sure,
we might have some real racists here but they're a minority of a minority. At least, I'm not one. That much I can say.

What's a primarily yellow and white moth and flower? I want to use the same colors as Luftkrieg in the rest of the composition. Should I go with sunflowers or daisies or something....?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:16:37 No.35599126

>>35599118
Hello twitter fag, stick around you might like it here.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:17:21 No.35599130

>>35599118
Yeah, I am pretty cringe, so you get /some/ anecdotal evidence

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:17:24 No.35599131 >>35599210

>>35599118
....you're from Twitter, aren't you?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:18:06 No.35599135

>>35599047

It's hilarious they think the circles they associate with are clean of deplorable people

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:18:53 No.35599140 >>35599195

>>35599026
it really depends on what your going for but they all have their own appeal
a full parody, people who know the original would get it >>35598979
the most advertising of the art, simple and to the point >>35597185
what looks like a usual artpack with graphic design elements. >>35597281

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:19:22 No.35599142 >>35599168

>>35599123
https://bugguide.net/node/view/448236
https://www.naturespot.org.uk/species/swallow-tailed-moth

https://www.easytogrowbulbs.com/products/plumeria-select-yellow-whites-potted?variant=31581586828
https://www.whiteflowerfarm.com/narcissus-ice-follies
https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photos-yellow-white-hybrid-calibrachoa-flower-image30905508

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:19:52 No.35599146

>>35599118
took longer for you to realize that

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:20:40 No.35599153 >>35599159 >>35599173

Is the grace period until the 15th or through the 15th? Found an old sketch I could mess with

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:20:42 No.35599154

Focusing on our charity, I still remember the comic book legal defense fund trying to get that one guy declared innocent from importing loli manga or whatever and they sent him to jail over that but he accepted the plea deal.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:21:39 No.35599159 >>35599180

>>35599153
Until the 15th, counting that day too.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:22:45 No.35599168 >>35599177

>>35599142

Oh, that moth is beautiful! It will look great on the bottom of this paper. Plus, I love Narcissus. One of my favorite VNs of all time is Narcissus.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/264380/Narcissu_1st__2nd/

So I've got Luftkrieg reaching around behind her neck kind of pulling her hair into a ponytail and she's in profile looking really demure.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:22:59 No.35599170 >>35599312 >>35599478
File: windmill of friendship.png (89 KB, 663x612)

"Run! I vill hold zem back!"

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:23:24 No.35599173

>>35599153
I would say through the 15th. Will probably try and finish getting things together during the evening.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:23:57 No.35599177 >>35599258

>>35599168
Well, hope those links helped with some inspiration. Looking forward to what you'll make.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:24:01 No.35599178

>>35599012
>ponified version of ww1
Glue factories in overdrive.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:24:12 No.35599180

>>35599159

Counting that day too? Oh! So we have until the entire day of the 15th to finish? Well, I was rushing thinking "damn, I've only got one day left"

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:24:52 No.35599187

>>35598713
I'd say wait a week or two before posting eeeeverything so there's at least a point to the pack.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:26:14 No.35599195 >>35599211

>>35599140
I think they meant of the three they posted, but yeah, that's a good summary of all of them.

As the guy who posted the "most advertising of the art" one (which was really just an edit of another anon's higher up the chain), I prefer the other two because they feature the title more prominently and so you don't have to hunt
around for it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:28:50 No.35599210 >>35599238
File: ohyou.jpg (19 KB, 320x320)

>>35599131
No. I just can't stand tards pretending that liberals aren't to be blamed for current unrest irl and in the booru. Zebra lovers. Now excuse I have to format a partition of my HD to install my animation program of choice
because there isn't a crack available and I have to format every 45 days to keep the license.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:28:51 No.35599211

>>35599195
thats a fair point, the engraved title is a little nice idea but not really that easily seen. i still dont know what the whole deal with the top helmet says, maybe im just retarded

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:29:05 No.35599215 >>35599221 >>35599222 >>35599230 >>35599231 >>35599236 >>35599242 >>35599244 >>35599250 >>35599252 >>35599257 >>35599259 >>35599310 >>35599319 >>35599388 >>35599973
>>35601432
File: ZrD43Mw.png (21 KB, 659x143)

greed is massively strong.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:30:38 No.35599221

>>35599215
Purposefully ignoring the fact that this is, in fact, a charity pack as well, I see.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:30:40 No.35599222 >>35599291

>>35599215
I mean, dog rescue isn't a bad cause either, so I can sympathise. It's just that this kind of thing inflames passions a little more strongly.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:31:03 No.35599230 >>35599291

>>35599215
>can barely find a dozen artists to do a charity pack to support dog rescue
Maybe you just suck at marketing dude

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:31:09 No.35599231 >>35599256 >>35599263 >>35599271 >>35599287 >>35599299 >>35599340 >>35599489

>>35599215
I'm about ready to come out of art retirement just to draw a nazi horse at this rate. I love the tears

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:31:46 No.35599233

>>35598979
I like the first as general picture and second for places where it's better to put the advert-pictures in one image.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:31:59 No.35599236 >>35599246 >>35599250

>>35599215
Would be funny if any artists who've drawn for this pack volunteered to draw for his dog rescue pack. Interesting to see his moral dilemma.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:32:07 No.35599238

>>35599210
>install my animation program of choice
Well, we have something in common. On that note, fuck Adobe.
What program, anon?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:32:55 No.35599242

>>35599215
>Maybe try to not be a piece of toxic shit calling everyone right of Marx a nazi, buddy.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:33:09 No.35599244

>>35599215
I fucking hate dogs. I love ponies and hate censorship. Easy choice.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:33:57 No.35599246

>>35599236
Nah, you can't be sure that nigger won't just pocket the money like the HOH is likely doing, better organize the pack ourselves.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:34:10 No.35599250

>>35599236
He didn't link it, so I can contribute. Should I do that one too?
>>35599215
*checks Twitter*
They had 29 followers, that's why. I have like 800+

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:34:45 No.35599252

>>35599215
>I can't get artfags to help doggies
Go find furries, or meme better.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:35:28 No.35599256

>>35599231
Do it, anon. Do it. Let the rage flow through you.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:35:43 No.35599257

>>35599215
>muh dawgz nigga dawgz lives matter yo cmone nigga

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:35:42 No.35599258 >>35599269
File: Luftkrieg2.jpg (1.57 MB, 1626x2217)

>>35599177
Here's what I've got so far.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:35:51 No.35599259

>>35599215
What everyone else said, or try and get someone with a bigger audience to get in on it or shout it out.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:36:15 No.35599263
File: do_it_you_wimp.gif (918 KB, 499x281)

>>35599231

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:37:18 No.35599269 >>35599290

>>35599258
Ooh, looking nice. Keep up the good work.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:37:29 No.35599271
File: JUST DO IT.png (757 KB, 750x1000)

>>35599231

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:37:46 No.35599274 >>35599331
File: 1585658943839.jpg (3.89 MB, 3000x4762)

>>35598979
>>35599054
I tried doing something.
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhotqugdz.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhpbfahre.png
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzhpbyfwai.png
>>35599071
Yeah. If anyone wants to edit them I can upload the

paint.net file.
Should these promos be anchored?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:39:39 No.35599281 >>35599305 >>35599313 >>35599317
File: RB_Home_AboutRay.jpg (96 KB, 900x540)

By the way, how many of you have actually read Fahrenheit 451? The author was dangerously based.

>Question: How does the story of Fahrenheit 451 stand up in 1994?
>R.B.: It works even better because we have political correctness now. Political correctness is the real enemy these days. The black groups want to control our thinking and you can’t say certain things. The
homosexual groups don’t want you to criticize them. It’s thought control and freedom of speech control.

>Question: Did you have to update the story at all?
>R.B.: No, my society caught up with me. My society updated itself. I predicted all this 42 years ago in the book. Go back and look at the fire chief’s speech about what’s going to happen to society, that the newspapers are all going to
be moronic like USA Today. Fahrenheit 451 was supposed to be a warning, not a prediction. But my society has caught up with it.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:41:00 No.35599287

>>35599231
fourthing just to say do it faggot, do it, doooo it, don't be a tranny

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:42:02 No.35599290

>>35599269
thanks, now I'm tracing it with a brown watercolor pencil to bring out the pale lines. Sorry for the blogposting, i am really bored today

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:42:04 No.35599291 >>35599302 >>35599308 >>35599314 >>35599326 >>35599332 >>35599342 >>35599344 >>35599407

>>35599222
>>35599230
You know what, /mlp/ should do art for a dog charity to make him madder.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:42:57 No.35599299
File: doitfgtfilly.png (17 KB, 128x127)

>>35599231
Do it, fag

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:43:06 No.35599301

Can this be the thread theme?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEeI8g95zQw [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:43:27 No.35599302 >>35599320 >>35601192

>>35599291
>the /mlp/ Winona/Fluttershy's dog care charity

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:43:50 No.35599305

>>35599281
I read it and I also watched the shitty HBO movie. It's crazy how much of that book applies to today

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:44:06 No.35599308 >>35599332

>>35599291
I will help organize it if you do. And we'll make it a Diamond Dog themed pack with armbands, like that one anon wanted. It'll be great!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:44:55 No.35599310

>>35599215
i posted on Twitter and im going to post it here also
https://youtu.be/XvkG-gpQwKU [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:45:02 No.35599312

>>35599170
>Begone SJWindigos!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:45:17 No.35599313

>>35599281
I read it once. It sure left a shock to me.
I admit I forgot about it thanks to years of TV and vydia.
Thinking about it, I guess I became what he wanted to avoid.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:45:27 No.35599314 >>35599322 >>35599323 >>35599325

>>35599291
I would 100% be in favour of that.
It should be something just as edgy as this though, just to keep the motherfucker seething.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:46:10 No.35599317

>>35599281
I remember reading it for high school years ago. I liked the book, even though it was required reading. I think I'd probably enjoy and appreciate it much more now.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:46:18 No.35599319

>>35599215
isnt this jealousy not greed

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:46:21 No.35599320

>>35599302
i'd be down

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:47:39 No.35599321

Okay, lineart is done and now a short break. Is Luftkrieg's usual uniform based on real Hitler Youth uniforms or what? It's brown with a blue tie, I think?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:47:57 No.35599322 >>35599348

>>35599314
Like what?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:48:06 No.35599323 >>35599348
File: faggot_of_timberwolves.png (2.66 MB, 1800x1083)

>>35599314
Oh, could call it the Faggot of
Timberwolves pack or something.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:48:31 No.35599325 >>35599335 >>35599341

>>35599314
>"Tying knots: a dog /mlp/ art pack"
Or something like that.
Actually, let's do it to an animal preservation. Let's include the pets and fauna of the show. Shitty Dysney town can be added too.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:48:36 No.35599326 >>35599336 >>35599338 >>35599496

>>35599291
I wouldn't mind to do something like this again. The atmosphere in the thread has been great. I'm worried about Datte though, these things are a lot of prep and work. Plus I have commissions I should be doing myself and I'm sure most
drawfags here have some shit to do. Maybe if this was a once every 6 months kind of thing.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:48:55 No.35599331

>>35599274
Love the haunebu at the bottom.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:48:59 No.35599332 >>35599346

>>35599291
Well how would we organize one?>>35599308

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:49:33 No.35599335 >>35599366

>>35599325
Oh, I am laughing. If I organize this, I'm going with tying knots for sure!

>>35599325
Animal preservation and not a dog rescue?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:49:55 No.35599336

>>35599326
Yeah! Let's bring the era where 4chan got shit done!
Why? Because it pissed people off!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:08 No.35599338

>>35599326
Doesn't have to be now, but sometime later if people are willing. Charity work is good no matter the time.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:18 No.35599340
File: file.png (28 KB, 976x158)

>>35599231

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:28 No.35599341 >>35599351

>>35599325
Wildlife Learning Center in Sylmar, CA. Faust donates her time there.

https://wildlifelearningcenter.org/

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:29 No.35599342

>>35599291
I think two back to back might be much unless you set the date out a bit, and that would let us get Derpi advertising as well as letting the artists chill.
But I do think /mlp/ organizing a different pack every few months or so might be >fun if just for the drama.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:29 No.35599344 >>35599358

>>35599291
I'm all for getting a laugh out of the current situation, but doing something like this would be pretty cruel.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:34 No.35599346 >>35599372

>>35599332
Want to go for late June or August? Assuming my life circumstances don't get in the way. Never know when something might come up. I'm sure someone else could step up and help.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:50:57 No.35599348 >>35599368

>>35599322
ngl, I didn't think that far ahead >>35599323 has the right idea tho

I probably wouldn't participate in a nsfw art pack (mostly because I know I'm not good enough to draw smut yet kek)

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:51:35 No.35599351 >>35599366

>>35599341
Oh, I was thinking this: https://www.saveapet.com/

>>35599341
But that's a good one too!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:52:21 No.35599358

>>35599344
True, but if not to make this twitterfag mad maybe just to help out poor animals cant hurt.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:53:51 No.35599366 >>35599373 >>35599374

>>35599335
>>35599351
Are you new? Since we are on a good mood, I'll give you some advice: you don't need to double link the post you answer, Just do it once and write whatever you want.
Exceptions are when you forgot to write something or you linked the wrong post.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:54:18 No.35599368 >>35599376 >>35599380 >>35599404

>>35599348
I struggle with that too. If I do it, I want to include Abyssinians as well because I love cats and I want to expand the lore/canon of Equestria (my Abyssinian thread up on the board has few replies and mostly shitpost ones at that...) but
an Abyssinian + Diamond Dog artpack would be right up my alley. I've never done the financial side of the artpack. Is it mostly just showing you donated at the end after all the sales are through? I do have a Paypal.

MNst people sell artpacks through Gumroad, right?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:55:10 No.35599372

>>35599346
That sounds great, but sadly I wont be around that time. Hopefully someone picks it up.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:55:13 No.35599373 >>35599381 >>35599386

>>35599366
>>35599366
>>35599366
>>35599366
>>35599366
>>35599366
I was excited to get double yous but I'd like to hand you six for your dubs. Inflation's a bitch.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:55:20 No.35599374 >>35599386

>>35599366
Some of you guys are alright and some of you are real jerks. Guess which one you are. I just clicked twice, that's all. Relax!

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:55:53 No.35599376 >>35599396

>>35599368
I though gumroad was mainly for japs where they posted their old patreon rewards

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:56:12 No.35599380 >>35599384

>>35599368
Cats are great.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:56:32 No.35599381

>>35599373
>>35599373
>>35599373
>>35599373

Sorry for the Ws.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:57:39 No.35599384

>>35599380
I love cats. I can't help but feel I made this thread go really offtopic though. I'm contacting that one place and seeing if they accept donations through Paypal. That's step one.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:57:56 No.35599386

>>35599373
Oh, well, thank you.

>>35599374
That line is very blurry here.

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:58:24 No.35599388 >>35599430

>>35599215
what is this faggots art pack theme, does it have anything other than punchanazi?

 Anonymous 07/13/20(Mon)23:59:35 No.35599396

>>35599376
It's to get around patreon and PayPal policy to dick you over if you pony smut with anon or something.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:00:36 No.35599404 >>35599408 >>35599416

>>35599368
Is there other animals we could include?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:01:17 No.35599406 >>35599423 >>35599497

>>35598847
If you think you can do something nice you could do some coloring on mine
>>35596989

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:01:38 No.35599407
File: 01b4e2bc488b292d54931af5a(...).jpg (51 KB, 538x485)

>>35599291
>Applejack & Winoa
>Fluttershy & timberwolves
>That one filly and her puppy
i can already picture fluttershy mending one of the timberwolves broken limbs. lets fucking do it
just leme know when

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:02:19 No.35599408 >>35599439
File: 1c8ec0bb81847a10dfce3c53e(...).png (11 KB, 544x241)

>>35599404
Which ones do you think would be good? Do you think we should broaden it to any nonpony race maybe?

Setting this up doesn't seem so difficult. I made a Gumroad account right away, but I have nothing to sell yet to test it out. I emailed that one Wildlife Center to find out if they accept Paypal, now I just have to be
patient and wait for an answer.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:03:02 No.35599416 >>35599431 >>35599445 >>35600136

>>35599404
Abyssinians
Diamond dogs
Cows
Pigs
Chickens
Bunnies
Snakes
Minotaurs
Giraffes
Bears
Beastes like the manticore or the bumblebear
Minotaurs
Deers (both show canon and comic canon)
Whatever races were Tirek and Scorpan
Even changelings if you add bugs

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:04:19 No.35599423

>>35599406
I would love to! I'll save this and work on it right away.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:05:16 No.35599430 >>35599443

>>35599388
Make ponies be aggressive, violent, and angry because nazi, pretty much. Slap some pride flags on for good measure.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:05:20 No.35599431

>>35599416
What should we call it? Should it be something corny like Love Everycreature?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:06:08 No.35599439

>>35599408
This is really happening huh?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:06:18 No.35599442 >>35599447 >>35599508 >>35599515

>>35598847
this is such a weird colab offfer, are you going to print out stuff on paper and use watercolor?
im not the artist but can you help out this guy? >>35598711

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:07:04 No.35599443

>>35599430
Even as late as season 5 Twilight would of given Cosy a chance to redeem herself.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:07:10 No.35599445

>>35599416
So many options, wonder what they look like in people's styles

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:07:20 No.35599447 >>35599464

>>35599442
I'm sure the intent is still digital. There are brushes that can replicate the effect of watercolor.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:08:11 No.35599453 >>35599473 >>35599481 >>35599494 >>35599497

I love to see new art but before you get too carried away, remember people only have so much money to donate to charity. If you make another so soon probably both packs would end up getting less money.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:09:47 No.35599464

>>35599447
in past threads they mentioned that they have no tablet or something, so they were only doing traditional watercolor.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:10:30 No.35599470

>>35599099
>the year I'd come ideologically closer to ironic nazis over SJWs
The left has moved so far I'm now closer to non-ironic nazis than modern leftists.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:11:05 No.35599473 >>35599496

>>35599453
That is a problem. We should probably space it out.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:11:53 No.35599478 >>35599507

>>35599170
Need some Twitter and Derpibooru logos in the Wendigos' volutes.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:12:14 No.35599481

>>35599453
Yes I agree, a new art pack is a great idea but we gotta do it later on, for now it's better to just focus in the one we have.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:12:34 No.35599487

>>35598979
1st, then 3rd

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:13:07 No.35599489
File: DoINeedToSayIt.jpg (88 KB, 600x500)

>>35599231

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:13:50 No.35599494

>>35599453
Yes. Save other artpacks for another time. Let's focus on this one right now.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:14:15 No.35599496 >>35599502 >>35599519 >>35599588

>>35599473
6 months like >>35599326 said sounds alright. Might run into the same issue with /ss/ so close by though.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:14:34 No.35599497 >>35599504 >>35599508 >>35599524
File: ColoredAryanne.png (532 KB, 602x692)

>>35599453
That's a good reminder! I will leave this for August then, plus it gives people more time to brainstorm things and tighten up the
pack's theme as well.

>>35599406
Delivery!

>>35596950

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:15:36 No.35599502 >>35599512

>>35599496
What's /ss/?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:15:46 No.35599504

>>35599497
Oh I like how you color Anon! The watercoloring looks pretty nice.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:16:30 No.35599507 >>35599526

>>35599478
What's a volute? And yeah, there's space for a few more windigos there and third one is unmarked (the two closer ones are deleterius and ashtraysential).

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:16:37 No.35599508 >>35599534

>>35599442
I'm using Rebelle 3! It looks like this:
>>35599497

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:17:20 No.35599512 >>35599521

>>35599502
>>35586545 →

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:17:38 No.35599515

>>35599442
Yeah, I think I can help that person out. Should I make the cock brown, grey or green?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:18:17 No.35599519 >>35599543 >>35599579

>>35599496
six months is extremely long. its not holiday stuff

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:18:39 No.35599521 >>35599531

>>35599512
thanks for spoonfeeding me, you nice nigger you

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:19:34 No.35599524 >>35599555

>>35599497
You won't forget, right?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:19:57 No.35599526

>>35599507
>volute
Ah shit, didn't think the word would mean something different in English.
I was talking about the spiral-smoke-cloud-things that make their body, it's the ideal thing to insert "totally random" shapes.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:19:58 No.35599527

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=QMFuBTw0tlw [Embed]

thread theme curtesy of ear juice and peoples populist press

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:20:21 No.35599531

>>35599521
不客气

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:20:59 No.35599534

>>35599508
huh interesting

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:22:38 No.35599543

>>35599519
True, but it gives busier artists enough time to free themselves up for it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:25:58 No.35599555 >>35599589

>>35599524
[nervous laughter] Me, forgot? That's assuming you've guessed my identity. If you have, you'd know I am very very good at forgetting things. But honestly, I already emailed the place so I already feel partially committed to the idea...
plus, it would be my very first artpack I've ever organized. That feels like it could be fun.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:28:15 No.35599563 >>35599582 >>35599585 >>35599587
File: Berry is sad.png (94 KB, 327x213)

I know I'll never forgive myself if I don't contribute
something but I don't have any way of drawing digitally

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:31:19 No.35599579

>>35599519
I think waiting at least three is the best, but setting up a thread sooner to allow artists to contribute whenever and get everything organized before it's so close to the end might be something that could be done.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:31:38 No.35599582

>>35599563
Just draw something in a traditional medium, and either scan it (try your local library) or take a picture.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:31:56 No.35599583
File: salt sprays.jpg (214 KB, 412x640)

>>35598874
>>35598926
>>35598951

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:32:14 No.35599585

>>35599563
this guy already did trad and i think some others too. >>35598522

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:32:54 No.35599587

>>35599563
If you don't have a scanner but you do have a phone, you should download a phone scanner, I really nice one is called CamScanner.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:34:10 No.35599588 >>35599633

>>35599496
That's fine by me. I've been in CFAC for 3 years while participating there, which is another charity pack. There's enough time for both, for sure. Just give the artists a 2 month warning in advance rather than a 2 week notice.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:34:52 No.35599589

>>35599555
Well hopefully it goes well and you have a fun time with your fellows. Make a note.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:43:20 No.35599620 >>35599630

>>35596946 (OP)
>Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.
Does it mean I can submit art on 14th and 15th?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:44:50 No.35599628 >>35599643 >>35599688 >>35599854

>>35596950
I feel weird anchoring this when it's not my art, but meh... here goes

https://files.catbox.moe/fjz03q.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:45:22 No.35599630

>>35599620
Yes.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:45:52 No.35599633

>>35599588
August it is then, I guess. I was still leaning towards July but you're right, spacing it out would make more sense...

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:48:21 No.35599643 >>35599655

>>35599628
original artist here

thx anon,
really appreciate it

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:50:24 No.35599651 >>35599675 >>35599695 >>35601459
File: 753713__safe_oc_bikini_be(...).jpg (2.85 MB, 2236x2460)

>>35596946 (OP)
As someone who is in a part of the community that has to pretend this is bad, keep up the good work. It's beyond stupid that people are flipping their shit over a nazi parody pony. I'm glad most of the good artists in
the fandom are either keeping quiet or throwing art out there to cancel the canceling. Art is about expressing whatever you want, and it's surprising that so many in this fandom want to ruin that. All because of an
obvious clickbait article and kneejerk reaction from Derpibooru.

Turn on filters.

Stop trying to demand our fandom image dump police images.

And move the fuck on.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:51:44 No.35599655 >>35599672

>>35599643
that was a fast reply, didn't know you were still lurking the thread

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:54:58 No.35599669 >>35599675 >>35599677
File: file.png (104 KB, 596x750)

>>35599030
They do it for free? Nada? Zero?
>>35596950
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/339137183061639168/732367647068
651600/07_13_aryanne_riding2.png
A friend wanted to contribute so he's drawing an extra bit, I'll post the full version when he's done

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:56:06 No.35599672

>>35599655
oh yah
been a while since the majority of the board did something to have fun. I'm soaking it in as much as I can.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:56:26 No.35599675

>>35599651
>As someone who is in a part of the community that has to pretend this is bad
>has to
Anon, we got fucking *jews* protest Aryanne's ban on Derpibooru forum.

>>35599669
>They do it for free? Nada? Zero?
He was talking about SJWs tweeting about the artpack everywhere they could.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:57:19 No.35599677 >>35599686

>>35599669
kek trixie trans dick

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:59:08 No.35599686

>>35599677
I didn't even realize that was Trixie til you pointed it out...

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)00:59:39 No.35599688

>>35598711
>>35599628
>dark eye shadow
u-unf

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:01:10 No.35599695

>>35599651
>As someone who is in a part of the community that has to pretend this is bad, keep up the good work.
Thanks. Go to bed, Seth.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:05:40 No.35599723 >>35599739 >>35599757

>>35596950
a friend of mine helped me make a Gas Gas Gas edit of the car speedometer video, y'all can put it in the pack if you'd like
https://u.smutty.horse/lvziggkjmbw.mp4

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:08:54 No.35599739

>>35599723
lel, that's great.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:12:48 No.35599757

>>35599723
I love it, anon.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:34:00 No.35599854

>>35599628
nice work much appreciated

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:38:06 No.35599884 >>35600083

Are we going to get a new artist doc soon?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:40:01 No.35599890 >>35599988 >>35600090
File: ArianneArtpackanimu.png (1.11 MB, 1600x1500)

Not sure if this is autistic or good. Also not sure if I will manage to proper finish it. Gonna have to
cheapass the shading

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)01:58:32 No.35599973

>>35599215
>nooooo not the dogerinos

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:01:25 No.35599988

>>35599890
Why, this is already very good.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:01:52 No.35599991 >>35600033 >>35600060

Since someone mentioned it, should there be a poll whether to have the charity money be split between the top horse and free speech options?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:07:38 No.35600033 >>35600060 >>35601802

>>35599991
I doubt if this will make enough money to be worth doing that. Best to just do a poll between those two to pick a winner.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:10:36 No.35600056 >>35600100 >>35601273
File: Screenshot_1.png (2.64 MB, 1919x1079)

>>35596950
>>35597036 >>35597049 >>35597235 >>35598216
ALRIGHTY!
I added "This is a parody" to the start, but also something a little more fancy than just a still
image for the last part.

Unless there are some obvious screw ups, this is the final version

https://files.catbox.moe/tl09se.mp4

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:11:21 No.35600060

>>35599991
>>35600033
In that case, should we have a second poll between the top horse and free speech options? Could even combine it as, option A, option B, or option A and B. I just don't want to end up with too many polls here.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:16:33 No.35600083 >>35600102 >>35600132 >>35600253

>>35599884
I think we should but some artists are afraid of getting harassed by the Twitter mob which is understandable, also some think the doc isn't necessary anymore cuz the deadline is coming pretty soon, even then I see new artists coming
so I'm not sure how it should be.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:17:18 No.35600090 >>35600103

>>35599890
Is that a giant Aryanne surrounded by little bottles?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:18:29 No.35600100

>>35600056
Very nice

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:18:37 No.35600102

>>35600083
I imagine the artists who are worried about that would just credit themselves as anonymous. It's kind of a moot point since the bluebirds involved have already posted screenshots of the list (and you should really report those for
targeted harassment, by the way).

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:18:40 No.35600103 >>35600130
File: iu.jpg (55 KB, 960x768)

>>35600090
>little bottles

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:25:34 No.35600130

>>35600103
>have caps
>hold shit
>recyclable
Bullets are just bottles meant to hold death.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:25:52 No.35600132

>>35600083
As long as you have in the post the artist name/art title, I will make note of it for the pack. The artist list I'm putting together for the release are those who have signed thier work or otherwise indicated who they are. Of course if people
think the artists list is a bad idea we can forgo it. But otherwise I'll probably post a draft maybe tommorrow or sonething for people to look over for corrections.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:26:49 No.35600136

>>35599416
>Minotaurs
>Minotaurs
Based.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:45:18 No.35600198 >>35600234 >>35600262 >>35600338

>>35596946 (OP)
Anons, I have looked into Release folder and I've seen the edits made by me. Since we don't want to hurt the original artists and give ammo to leftists, it's better to remove them from there.
"Aryanne gymnastics" - https://derpibooru.org/images/2072704
"Berlin/Marelin Olimpics" - https://derpibooru.org/images/546676

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:50:30 No.35600229
File: ohshit.jpg (218 KB, 610x821)

>>35598780
holy shiznits anon

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:50:38 No.35600231 >>35600237 >>35600243 >>35600256

Has anyone called them out on twitter for trying to dox other artists for their freedom of expression? Pretty sure what Baja Griffon did was in blatant violation of the twitter ToS.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:51:28 No.35600234 >>35600338

>>35600198
Anchored for visibility. >>35596950

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:51:30 No.35600236 >>35600258 >>35600259 >>35600263
File: ArianneArtpackanimu.png (2.23 MB, 1600x1500)

Well this still needs a whole bunch of work, but its now 3 Am here...
gonna finish tomorow

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:51:32 No.35600237

>>35600231
>blatant violation of the twitter ToS.
You mean...PLATFORM VIOLATION?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:52:10 No.35600243

>>35600231
>implying twitter wouldn't try to spread it around instead

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:53:21 No.35600253

>>35600083
the doc that was just for contacting the initial spree, now we're pretty much in the home stretch so its served its purpose.
if datte is indeed 'managing it' then people can contact him to get them added to their art if they still want. or just post here with a trip

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:53:40 No.35600256 >>35600293 >>35600390
File: Screenshot_20200714_08530(...).jpg (639 KB, 1080x2340)

>>35600231

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:54:02 No.35600258

>>35600236
Looks great so far

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:54:16 No.35600259

>>35600236
Awesome

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:54:43 No.35600262

>>35600198
yeah we said that edits shouldnt be part of the main art, but are fine otherwise like in the other folder

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)02:54:45 No.35600263

>>35600236
Mouth is too purple.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:00:01 No.35600293 >>35600318 >>35600457 >>35601223

>>35600256
Well, it still might be illegal. https://www.brickdonlaw.com/blog/2018/september/what-is-doxxing-is-it-illegal-/

>if the information is posted with the intent of harassing the victim, intimidating them, invading their privacy, or having them assaulted, or inspiring or instructing someone else reading the information to do any of these things, the
publication of the information is against the law. It is possible for doxxing in this way to be prosecuted as assault, as the intent was to intimidate someone or threaten them with violent conduct.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:04:10 No.35600318

>>35600293
well i tried to be neutral and seeing them retweeting the list and rant about it does seem quite childish thing to do, and if im going a bit leftist style I would say they are hurting (or at least promoting to cause damage) to the artists. it
doesn't look like a constructive criticism.
anyways i cant english atm and good night! do what you think that's right i guess

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:06:14 No.35600338

>>35600198
>>35600234
Thank you for pointing that out. Should be taken care of. If you see anything else off let me know.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:13:35 No.35600390

>>35600256
I ended up reporting Baja's original tweet for targeted harassment, knowing Twitter they probably won't do anything but it's worth a shot.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:14:16 No.35600395 >>35600420 >>35600430 >>35600438 >>35600455 >>35600479
File: Untitled-4.png (934 KB, 1537x920)

More wip.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:18:07 No.35600420
File: 1576271468605.jpg (42 KB, 640x634)

>>35600395
>aryanne mare bits

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:19:25 No.35600430

>>35600395
Such pretty mares

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:21:02 No.35600438

>>35600395
Kinda surprised minthorse isn't flagging her tail too

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:24:45 No.35600455

>>35600395
beautiful
everything ive seen in this pack so far is absolute kino

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:25:05 No.35600457 >>35600465

>>35600293
I like this definition a lot because it serves as a good refutation of things like "oh his number was in the phone book/ his business was in the registry/ pictures of his family were on his profile so it's public knowledge and therefore not
doxxing". It's the malicious nature involved with gathering these things up and disseminating them to hateful crowd that makes a doxx a doxx.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:26:55 No.35600465

>>35600457
It definitely is intimidation as they're openly calling for the blacklisting of the artists. They're telling everyone to not work with them, to not commission from them. How would this not be seen as some sort of attack?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)03:29:24 No.35600479

>>35600395
Looks great so far.
You might want to put this on smutty before an overzealous Janny deletes it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:08:13 No.35600622 >>35600635 >>35600652 >>35600775

Anyone gonna copy Dilarus's art style and draw some really fucked up nazi shit and claim it was made by him er nah

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:10:01 No.35600635

>>35600622
That request is probably better made in the current edit thread.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:12:46 No.35600652

>>35600622
No sense giving any of them attention or ammo by engaging directly, at least not in the context of this artpack. It comes off as petty. We're all about the ideals here, and more pointedly, about grilling (for God's sake).

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:33:13 No.35600775

>>35600622
nah, this pack is about creativity and it's been fantastic so farm. no need to mock or anything, the quality speaks for itself.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:35:10 No.35600787 >>35600818 >>35600830 >>35600882
File: 978414.png (274 KB, 800x450)

I feel so crap for not being able to contribute anything for this. I'm out of town working and I go on my
days off right on the 15th.
I used to take my drawing tab with me but I decided to leave it home this one time

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:39:00 No.35600818

>>35600787
You can still do it anon if you can slam something through in a day. Submissions are still good up until the end of the 15th.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:40:51 No.35600830

>>35600787
No worries Anon, submissions are open all day on the 15th, I'm sure you'll be able to draw something before the day is over.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:43:31 No.35600844 >>35600848 >>35600873
File: 737693.png (47 KB, 744x320)

july 15th is brony appreciation day!
thank you /mlp/ very cool!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:44:27 No.35600848

>>35600844
YEEEEE HAW THEY ARE GOING TO BE SO SALTY

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:48:28 No.35600873 >>35600889 >>35600890

>>35600844
thats some timing, but when are we actually 'releasing' the pack? thought it would be the 16th minimum due to last second submissions on the 15th

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:49:58 No.35600882

>>35600787
Thread'll probably stick around a little after release too if you still feel like drawing.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:50:44 No.35600889 >>35600921

>>35600873
Well, after the submissions are closed, we gotta organized the pack and give it some publicity and do the charity preparation shenanigans, so I don't think it'll release the day after.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:50:46 No.35600890

>>35600873
It will probably be sometime on the 16th/whenever Datte can get it up once the grace period is over.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:53:11 No.35600908 >>35600914 >>35600922 >>35600933 >>35602466

>>35598551
>they dig up the old version
>now it can be spun so it looks like you are hiding your fascism
>because such actions imply guilt, even if that is a flawed implication
>so your choice to use the orwell version fed the narrative that we are nazi spin
fucking told you

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:54:43 No.35600914 >>35600937

>>35600908
Nigger, /mlp/ has always been the nazis to them. It wouldn't matter what the fuck anyone did here, they'd find some reason to say "see, they're fucking nazis".

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:55:49 No.35600921

>>35600889
Hopefully pack organization will already be taken care of. I've been keeping the "Release" folder ready so ideally all we'll need to do is zip it up and get it to Datte.

Since we have a few promotional images I think we would be fine to send them around while Datte figures out the charity stuff.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:55:49 No.35600922

>>35600908
They were always going to hate us no matter what we did. What did you expect this pack to make them do, suddenly kneel down and lick our balls?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:57:47 No.35600933 >>35600950

>>35600908
>Literally swastikas on the majority of images

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)04:58:18 No.35600937

>>35600914
This, anyone who thinks people calling themselves CRYPTO-fascists are nazis would always find some 'proof'.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:00:02 No.35600950

>>35600933
Exactly. None of those are hiding, none of those look like shame.

And yeah, they were gonna do it anyway. We only had the choice of which brand of ammo to give them.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:31:03 No.35601085 >>35601095 >>35601118 >>35601128 >>35601139 >>35601188 >>35601234 >>35601273 >>35601330

>>35596950
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzkjapozim.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:32:55 No.35601095

>>35601085
Oh damn, this looks amazing.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:37:37 No.35601118

>>35601085
Very nice.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:40:18 No.35601128

>>35601085
https://youtu.be/nEGD-tQQqbA [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:42:09 No.35601139

>>35601085
This is...
Just....
Fucking....
AWESOME!!!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:54:32 No.35601178

>>35598242 (You)
Mittsies would greatly appreciate this.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:56:50 No.35601188

>>35601085
WOW! That is AMAZING!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)05:58:45 No.35601192

>>35599302
You son of bitch, i'm in!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:09:01 No.35601223 >>35601248 >>35601290

>>35600293
https://twitter.com/taaffeiite/status/1282780609249603584

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:11:11 No.35601234

>>35601085
Hell yeah. Twitter mob BTFO'd

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:14:31 No.35601248 >>35601271
File: Clipboard01.png (34 KB, 533x255)

>>35601223
Mittsies talked about lynching woot? I don't remember that
amazing bit of dialog!
https://twitter.com/Omnomnomnius/st

atus/1282781382780100610?s=20

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:15:35 No.35601250 >>35601275
File: 1593722661829.png (1.44 MB, 4913x2447)

>>35596950
before this emails were nuked maxisb said that we can use the aryanne art they made for the pack. so this one and
luftkrieg take it out of 'other'

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:21:56 No.35601271 >>35601284
File: Ec2BJCdWAAEg1bv.jpg (48 KB, 2048x316)

>>35601248
>They think this quote honestly means that Mittsies literally wanted to lynch Woot

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:23:00 No.35601273
File: 1429245.png (3.49 MB, 2400x1350)

>>35601085
>moar battleship
ponies
can never be mad at
this

>>35600056
beautiful, thanks

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:23:41 No.35601275

>>35601250
this is correct

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:25:35 No.35601284

>>35601271
Good, woot deserves to be lynched

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:26:12 No.35601290 >>35601336 >>35601339

>>35601223
>almost no engagement in the tweet
Huh, hmm, honestly I thought these people were an even bigger treat but they're just obsessed schizos. I was thinking of what if I got harassed cuz I drew for the pack, but honestly with how small the amount of likes and retweets is,
this is just pathetic.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:34:07 No.35601330 >>35601344 >>35601345 >>35601346 >>35601356 >>35601377 >>35601991 >>35602474

>>35601085
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzkjapozim.png

Anyone else suddenly feeling really inadequate about their contribution to the pack? I know I am...

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:35:50 No.35601336 >>35601343

>>35601290
youl be put on a nono list by the cancel cultist, arent you scared anon?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:36:12 No.35601339

>>35601290
Never underestimate a rabid twitter leftist desperate to ruin the life of any nazi they think is causing trouble.

Just takes one dedicated and enraged autist to find the deets of a major artist to harass them. Though at the same time, that's also something 4chan tends to be good at, and also good at getting over.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:37:05 No.35601343

>>35601336
oh, another one. these losers are even more desperate and pathetic than kiwifarmers operating on the rules of the 4chan of 10 years ago cataloging every autist or mentally ill person obsessively while being even more pathetic than the
rest of them combined

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:37:11 No.35601344

>>35601330
Don't compare your work to the work of others Anon, use it more as inspiration than anything because it'll give you the motivation to improve as an artist. Either way I'm sure your contribution is still pretty awesome, you'll grow as an
artist the more you practice.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:37:11 No.35601345 >>35601354

>>35601330
stfu anon, at least you contributed something, that's more than a lot of people here can say. if you really feel that bad, make it drive you to do better next time.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:37:17 No.35601346 >>35601374

>>35601330
At least you contributed somehow, I'm just shitposting and referring people with large files to catbox.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:38:22 No.35601354 >>35601375 >>35601405 >>35602392
File: AryanneCutieMark1.jpg (562 KB, 917x949)

>>35601345
I still have yet to color my own, I've been coloring other people's mostly and I have this single cutie mark which
was the first thing I did

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:38:58 No.35601356 >>35601363

>>35601330
Inadequacy is par for the course in the sad sea my life charts.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:40:06 No.35601363
File: cooltext-357169562470806.png (177 KB, 3239x98)

>>35601356
I want to cross-stitch this for my wall. Quote worthy for sure.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:40:06 No.35601364

I look forward to contributing to the next pack, and donating for this one. Wish I could have had something for this but life disagrees.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:42:15 No.35601374
File: 1556985484848.jpg (259 KB, 1280x1440)

>>35601346
I'm just archiving everything. Every image i save on this site is categorized by board and by thread.
for the past 4 years.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:42:21 No.35601375

>>35601354
Look at that, already 1.5x the amount of art that I've contributed.

Feeling sorry for yourself never got anyone anywhere. But completing that art will get you something: our respect (even moreso than already).

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:42:30 No.35601377 >>35601392

>>35601330
Every contribution is welcome. Even if you're not the most skilled it doesn't mean you can't still produce something others will enjoy.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:44:46 No.35601388
File: 1593159127655.jpg (904 KB, 2454x1718)

Keep up the mood idiots, no
sad fags in this thread

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:46:15 No.35601392

>>35601377
That's true. I just have to keep telling myself that. Oh no! I was having so much fun talking and shitposting, I didn't realize we're almost at bump limit.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:47:41 No.35601405 >>35601408

>>35601354
you can still contribute on your own if you want to, im pretty sure rebelle can do sketches too if it can mimick water color

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:48:35 No.35601408 >>35601421
File: Appul.png (649 KB, 603x776)

>>35601405
Let me show you my masterful art with a
mouse...

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:51:05 No.35601421 >>35601434

>>35601408
aside from the dead eyes, i like it

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:52:30 No.35601432

>>35599215
Let save dogs too just to mess with this guy more.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:53:07 No.35601434 >>35601454 >>35602017
File: I_Hate_Not_Having_A_Drawi(...).jpg (2.68 MB, 2500x2500)

>>35601421
Good, I just made you a beautiful Aryanne

>>35596950

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:56:43 No.35601449

goodnight, Marenheit. See your new thread in the morning.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)06:58:45 No.35601454

>>35601434
cheerful, but why do everything in impasto?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)07:00:09 No.35601459

>>35599651
Why pretend? You going undercover or something?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:12:09 No.35601775 >>35601802 >>35601834

For the next thread I'm thinking I will add another poll to the charity poll post asking if the donations should be split or simply go to the winner. This seemed to have a few Anons talking about it earlier in the thread. The poll will be two
options, single choice, between "All money goes to top choice" or "money is split between top horse charity and top free speech charity". Does this seem alright? Any suggestion or opinions?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:19:16 No.35601802 >>35601810 >>35601839

>>35601775
>>35600033
There's no point in splitting money when there's no way this makes enough to make it worthwhile for either charity

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:21:32 No.35601810

>>35601802
Was only going to ask it because people were talking about it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:24:48 No.35601834 >>35601847

>>35601775
i think splitting the money would be a horrible idea

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:25:59 No.35601839

>>35601802
>this makes enough to make it worthwhile
How much is worthwhile?
Usually they say every dollar counts.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:28:36 No.35601847

>>35601834
I would probably vote for a single charity option. It's not to say it will be necessarily split, just should we have a poll about it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:44:33 No.35601918 >>35601980 >>35602329 >>35602957
File: Political princesses.png (498 KB, 1005x907)

>>35596950
Got the idea to do this from an MKogwheel pic with these OCs. I'm not the most politically minded person so I apologize that some of these are
probably really wrong.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)08:58:51 No.35601980

>>35601918
kek'd

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:01:49 No.35601991 >>35602041

>>35601330
>being discouraged by those who are better than you, rather than viewing them as a roll model and making their skill set your goal
NGMI

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:04:01 No.35602000
File: 1575363564587567.png (26 KB, 496x358)

>>35599012
>shut it down!
You can't make this
shit up

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:06:45 No.35602017

>>35601434
She's pretty.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:13:47 No.35602041

>>35601991
>using Eddie Hall as a goal
Great idea.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:20:37 No.35602064 >>35602100 >>35602129 >>35602169
File: Not Yet Begun.png (151 KB, 1600x1200)

>>35596950
Hope it's not too late. I'm still not an artist but I thought this would be a neat idea. Fun fact: The font is
named "Ethnocentric".

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:31:00 No.35602100 >>35602106
File: Untitled.png (128 KB, 1600x1200)

>>35602064
That red is pretty strong, mate. I'd use
something way less saturated.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:34:05 No.35602106 >>35602127

>>35602100
Yeah I guess so. I was trying to go for the bright red used by both the Nazi and Soviet flags.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:40:30 No.35602127
File: 1958-ussr-soviet-art-post(...).jpg (59 KB, 300x400)

>>35602106
Soviet art has much darker red, it's almost brown
sometimes.
Makes you think when you know that brown is the
colour of fascism.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:40:35 No.35602129 >>35602192
File: 1587602027972.jpg (481 KB, 1702x1463)

>>35602064
>im still not an artist
>submits art

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)09:49:40 No.35602169

>>35602064
even though you say youre not an artist, its a pretty neat idea i could see being taken much further. skill can just be grinded if you ever want to

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:00:05 No.35602192 >>35602237
File: me draw pickchur, m artist nao.png (28 KB, 968x513)

>>35602129

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:10:34 No.35602213 >>35602218 >>35602318

>Be me
>Be on list of possible artists to communicate with about participating
>Don't get communicated with
:(

Just kidding, I'll see what I can scrape together.
Probably a retarded question, but we're not signing these pieces with our normal signatures, are we? To not get outed, that is.

Chryssiefag out.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:14:04 No.35602218 >>35602249

>>35602213
>we're not signing these pieces with our normal signatures, are we?
Completely up to you on that one.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:15:05 No.35602224 >>35602233 >>35602235

Guys, how many hours until deadline? I need to go to work soon, and depending on if its 12 or 16 hours or so I might need to submit what I have now withouth finishing touches

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:17:24 No.35602233 >>35602242

>>35602224
until the end of the 15th, so you have all day today and tomorrow

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:17:47 No.35602235 >>35602242

>>35602224
It's through the 15th. So you have 2 days.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:18:39 No.35602237 >>35602240

>>35602192
fridge worthy

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:19:21 No.35602240

>>35602237
thanks, mom

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:19:55 No.35602242

>>35602233
>>35602235
Awsum, thanks

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:21:39 No.35602249

>>35602218
Good to know. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:47:13 No.35602318 >>35602321

>>35602213
Completely up to you, I've had so much exposure so far that getting "outed" here only matters for people completely incapable of reading Derpi.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:48:16 No.35602321

>>35602318
As in, "people" being SJWs who'd want to attack me specifically.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:49:52 No.35602324 >>35602331

Since we got extra time, I'm considering doing a NSFW edit of my pic. Or maybe I can help with other people's work this evening and tomorrow. I wouldn't mind making clean digital line art versions of pen and paper art people have
made. Would that count as a collab?

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:53:29 No.35602329

>>35601918
cute!

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:54:33 No.35602331 >>35602353

>>35602324
any helping step is colab as far as im considered.
coloring, paint overs, or inking

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)10:56:08 No.35602336
File: file.png (47 KB, 712x189)

>>35599012
based

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:01:50 No.35602353

>>35602331
Yes, inking.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:11:44 No.35602392 >>35603133 >>35603141
File: file.png (574 KB, 1178x260)

>>35601354
im really tired but probably will post the finished version tomorrow. your heart inspired some stylistic choices and i slapped it on. if you dont like the inclusion then i can take it out. just thought that by itself the

heart was a little barren

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:15:44 No.35602404

NEW THREAD
>>35602399 →

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:18:55 No.35602413 >>35602417

At this rate you are going to need to change the +120 images for +150 images in the cover

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:21:40 No.35602417

>>35602413
Probably. We blew through this thread a lot faster than I thought we would. I'm wondering if we're gonna see a ton of deliveries during these last two days.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:47:57 No.35602466

>>35600908
>caring about the opinion of people who hate you on principle
>caring about not giving shitty arguments to people whose specialty is making shit up from nothing anyway
>feeling guilt for doing the right thing, ever
Please try contain your whiteness.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)11:53:46 No.35602474

>>35601330
Anon, you did something for free speech.
Something that wasn't just like a facebook post.
Even if it was an MSPaint-tier drawing, that's already more actual activism than 99% of all SJWs will ever accomplish in their entire pitiful life.
Be proud of it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:15:49 No.35602953 >>35603141

>>35596946 (OP)
>>35596950
Looks like artist list make it's way to Twitter crowd. I was kinda surprised to see me there. I was never contacted, but I might as well add something:
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzoxaypspq.png

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)15:18:15 No.35602957

>>35601918
Commie Princess II, first drawback: Kingdom is spelled "Kigdom"
Capitalist Princess, Thundershot: more loudly then should be more loudly than.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:16:06 No.35603133

>>35602392
This is great, thanks! Love seeing the heart used in something.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:17:27 No.35603141

>>35602953
>https://u.smutty.horse/lvzoxaypspq.png
>>35602392

>>35596950
Everyone forgets to anchor but, I, anchorfag, shall correct it.

 Anonymous 07/14/20(Tue)16:19:43 No.35603148
File: Arjaana_DEMo1.png (1.04 MB, 1250x1000)

I hope I can finish at least this one in time despite my schedule being absolute ass.
I wanted to do another one with Ary showing off her sexy bits but I'm not sure if I can
make it for tomorrow.
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